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We studied dynamics of vortex-core reversals driven by circular rotating fields along with static perpen-
dicular magnetic fields of different direction and strength. We found that the application of perpendicular fields
Hp modifies the starting ground state of vortex magnetizations, thereby instigating the development of a
magnetization dip mz,dip in the vicinity of the original core up to its threshold value, mz,dip

cri �−p, which
is necessary for vortex-core reversals, where p is the initial core polarization. We found the relationship
of the dynamic evolutions of the mz,dip and the out-of-plane gyrofields hz, which was induced, in this
case, by vortex-core motion of velocity �, thereby their critical value relation �cri�hz

cri. The simulation results
indicated that the variation of the critical core velocity �cri with Hp can be expressed explicitly as �cri /�cri

0

= �� /�0��−p−mz,dip
g �, with the core size � and the starting ground-state magnetization dip mz,dip

g variable with
Hp, and for the values of �cri

0 and �0 at Hp=0. This work offers deeper and/or new insights into the origin,
criterion and mechanism of vortex-core reversals under application of static perpendicular bias fields.
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Vortex magnetization configurations1–4 are of growing in-
terest owing to their potential applications to nonvolatile in-
formation storage5–9 and nano-oscillator devices,10–12 not to
mention the fundamental interest in their nontrivial dynamic
characteristics including vortex-core reversals13–19 and its
gyrotropic mode.20–23 It is well known that vortex-core re-
versals in ferromagnetic dots occur via the specific serial
dynamic processes of the nucleation and annihilation of a
vortex-antivortex �VAV� pair.13,15,17–19 Recently, Lee et al.24

found that the so-named critical velocity �cri of the vortex-
core motion is required for switching events. In fact, �cri is
independent not only of the driving forces typical of oscil-
lating in-plane fields, rotating fields or currents, but also of
their parameters and dot dimensions, while more generally,
critical exchange energy has been considered as a criterion
for VAV-mediated core reversals.25 The measurable �cri quan-
tity has been experimentally measured,26 and has been found
to be expressed explicitly, on the basis of micromagnetic
simulation results, as �cri=��Aex

1/2, with the proportional con-
stant �=1.66�0.18, the gyromagnetic ratio �=2�
�2.8 MHz /Oe, and the exchange stiffness Aex.

24 Inserting
the numerical value of Aex for a given material, �cri is readily
determined �e.g., for Permalloy �Py; Ni80Fe20�, 330 m/s�.
Moreover, in cases where any driving forces are tuned to the
eigenfrequency of a vortex in a given dot, the threshold field
strength and current density are sufficiently small, since the
vortex-core velocity can reach �cri through the resonant gy-
rotropic motion.7 �cri thus is considered from the technical
application point of view to be a useful quantity for the pre-
diction of vortex-core reversal events and the determination
of efficient driving force parameters such as frequency and
strength.

Contrarily, Khvalkovskiy et al.27 quite recently reported
that �cri can vary with the direction and strength of static
fields Hp applied perpendicularly to the dot plane. Still other
scenarios for a vortex-core reversal event have been found
for some specific cases. For example, Kravchuk et al.28 re-

ported that nucleation of a VAV pair is possible for a subse-
quent vortex-core switching event in the case of an immobile
vortex core, which physical origin they ascribed to softening
of the dipole magnon mode.29 Also, Gliga et al.25 reported
possible vortex-core switching by application of spatially lo-
calized pulse fields in proximity to the vortex core; they
found in this case that the vortex-core velocity is not neces-
sary to reach �cri. Therefore, not only does the physical origin
of the variation of �cri with Hp remain to be unraveled, but
also the origin, criterion and mechanism of the relevant
vortex-core reversals.

In this paper, we present dynamics of vortex-core rever-
sals driven by circular rotating fields along with the applica-
tion of static perpendicular magnetic fields, and reveal the
physical origin of the variation in �cri with Hp, as elucidated
by micromagnetic simulations combined with quantitative
interpretation. We calculated an out-of-plane gyrofield hz that
is produced by the deformation of vortex-core magnetiza-
tions induced by vortex-core motion,14,30 and we revealed
how it builds up a magnetization dip mz,dip near the original
vortex core, until the critical value necessary for vortex-core
reversal events is achieved. We found the correlations of the
critical values and dynamic evolutions of mz,dip, hz and �, and
discovered that the modification of the initial ground state of
a vortex structure by Hp gives rise to the Hp dependences of
hz

cri and �cri.
We chose micromagnetic simulation as our approach to

this investigation, because it is a well-established, optimized
tool for the study of magnetization dynamics on scales of a
few nanometers spatially and �10 ps temporally. For the
simulations, we employed the OOMMF code31 that incorpo-
rates the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert �LLG� equation32 of mo-
tion of magnetization M :�M /�t=−�M�Heff+ �	 /Ms�M
��M /�t, where Heff is the total effective field, which in the
present case includes, the demagnetizing, exchange and ex-
ternal static perpendicular fields, and additionally rotating
field as a driving force of vortex excitations. We used a Py
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nanodisk of radius R=300 nm and thickness L=30 nm.
Uniform static fields were applied perpendicularly to the disk
plane, the strength of which fields varied from Hp=−3 kOe
to +4 kOe at an interval of 1 kOe.33 The positive �negative�
sign corresponds to the parallel �antiparallel� orientation of
the vortex-core magnetization �polarization p� in the field
direction �Fig. 1�a��. We chose, as the driving force, the
counterclockwise circular rotating field HCCW
=H0�cos�
Ht�x̂+sin�
Ht�ŷ� because its application at rotat-
ing angular frequency 
H tuned to the angular eigenfre-
quency 
0 is the most effective means of vortex-polarization
selective resonant excitations of, in this case, only the up-
ward core, as demonstrated in earlier theoretical, experimen-
tal and simulation studies.7,34,35 Because 
0 changes with Hp
as well, 
H was varied as well.36 The value of H0=20 Oe,
being larger than the threshold fields for all of the cases of
Hp, was used to achieve the vortex-core reversals. The typi-
cal Py material parameters were used as follows: saturation
magnetization Ms=8.6�105 A /m and exchange stiffness
Aex=1.3�10−11 J /m with zero magnetocrystalline aniso-
tropy. The size of each individual cell was 2�2�30 nm3,
and the Gilbert damping constant was 	=0.01.

First we examined how application of different values of
Hp and with opposite directions changes the initial ground
state of the vortex structure, as reported earlier.37 Such
ground-state variation would be expected to be essential to
vortex-core reversal dynamics. As can be seen from the per-
spective images of local magnetizations’ spatial distribution
in Fig. 1�a�, there were distinct changes in the ground state.
The Hp dependence of the mz �=Mz /Ms� profile on the radial
axis crossing the core center �Fig. 1�b�� reveals clearly that
the in-plane magnetizations in the ground state are remark-
ably deviated from the in-plane at the edge and the interme-

diate area around the core due to the Zeeman energy term of
the perpendicular field. The modification of the mz compo-
nent at the very core center was negligible; the initial core
magnetization mz=+1 is maintained, due predominantly to
the strong exchange coupling at the center, until much stron-
ger perpendicular fields were applied.38 Outwards from the
core center, the Zeeman contribution became dominant, be-
ginning to modify the mz profile around the core, specifically
�1� the mz component level of the magnetization dip, mz,dip
�in the opposite direction with respect to the core magneti-
zation�, just outside the core and �2� the variation in the core
size, represented by the full width at half maximum
�FWHM� of the core mz component �Figs. 1�b� and 1�c��.
With increasing negative Hp, the magnetization dip became
deeper and the FWHM, smaller. These results are in good
agreement with other reports.27

Next, in order to clarify how the above-mentioned
ground-state modification by Hp affects vortex-core rever-
sals, we plotted, as shown in Fig. 2�a�, the vortex-core ve-
locity before and after the core reversal events initiated by
application of the field HCCW. The instantaneous core veloc-
ity � was estimated from the trajectories of the vortex-core
motions. Prior to the core reversals, the velocity increased,
finally reaching its threshold value, �cri. Then, the deforma-
tion of the entire magnetization structure of the vortex core
was maximized and, which was accompanied by the serial
processes of the nucleation of a newly formed VAV pair hav-
ing the magnetization direction �p=−1� opposite to the origi-
nal magnetization orientation �p=+1�, and of the annihila-
tion of the newly formed antivortex and the original
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Local magnetization distributions of
initial static ground state under perpendicular magnetic fields of
indicated field strengths Hp. The colors indicate local in-plane curl-
ing magnetizations �here in the counterclockwise rotation� as noted
by the color wheel and the height of the surface corresponds to
mz=Mz /Ms. The spikes represent the upward cores. The black
circles indicate the baseline corresponding to mz=0. �b�
Hp-dependent mz profiles from one edge to other edge, crossing
core center. �c� Hp dependence of FWHM of the mz profiles of
cores.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Instantaneous velocity � of vortex-
core motions versus time for different Hp values, examples here,
Hp=−1, 0, and +1 kOe. The horizontal dashed lines represent the
critical velocity, �cri. �b� Snapshot plane-view images of spatial dis-
tribution of local magnetizations just before and after vortex-core
reversal events, as well as at moment of formation of vortex and
antivortex pair near original core. In those images, the colors of the
surface correspond to the local mz and the streamlines with the
small arrows indicate the in-plane magnetization orientations. �c�
Hp dependence of �cri �closed circles� compared with result of ex-
plicit expression �solid line� �cri�Hp�=�cri�0��1−Hp /Hc� reported in
Ref. 27.
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vortex,13,15,17–19 for complete vortex-core reversals, as seen
in Fig. 2�b�. From the three Hp cases, the core reversal
mechanism was the same as that in the known VAV-pair-
mediated reversals; the only difference was the remarkable
change in �cri with Hp. In Fig. 2�c�, the resultant Hp depen-
dence of �cri is plotted, showing an almost linear dependence
on Hp over a wide but limited range. The simulation result is
in good agreement with the explicit expression �solid line� of
�cri�Hp�=�cri

0 �1−Hp /Hc� �Ref. 27� in the negative field region
with a static perpendicular field Hc�−6.5 kOe, although
there are some discrepancies in the positive field region. The
value of Hc�−6.5 kOe, which was obtained from simula-
tions on our dot dimensions, is the threshold strength re-
quired for core reversals only using the static perpendicular
field. The �cri variation with Hp is surprising, in that, for a
given material and cases under Hp=0, �cri is known to be
independent of dot geometry and dimensions as well as type
of the driving forces and their variable parameters.15,24

To elucidate the underling physics of such changes, we
employ the dynamic evolution of gyrofields induced by the
deformation of the magnetizations of the entire vortex struc-
ture due to vortex-core motion. The out-of-plane gyrofield is
expressed as hz=−�1 /�Ms

2��M�dM /dt�z, as derived from
the time-derivative term of the LLG equation.14,39 From the
numerical data of micromagnetic simulations, one can di-
rectly calculate the spatial distribution of the local hz values
as a function of time during vortex-core motion and even
after the core’s reversal event is complete. Figure 3�a� pro-
vides snapshot plane-view images of both the local hz and
mz, taken at t=3.501 ns prior to the reversal. The mz and hz
are strongly concentrated locally near the original vortex

core. The maximum of �hz� is found at about 6 nm away from
the core center �the maximum of �mz��. The serial profiles of
the mz and hz shown in Fig. 3�b� show how the highly con-
centrated hz influences the formation and consequent devel-
opment of the indicated magnetization dip, mz,dip in the di-
rection opposite to the original core magnetization �in this
case p=+1�.14,30 As the �hz� grew larger, the �mz,dip� did like-
wise, finally reaching the critical value mz,dip

cri �−p for the
initial polarization, here p=+1. As seen in the mz profile of
the magnetization dip, the width was larger than the original
core width. The dip width included a newly formed antivor-
tex as well, reflecting the fact that, when a new vortex is
formed near the original vortex, the energetically stable
structure is the vortex-antivortex-vortex configuration.40

Figure 3�c� shows the distinct time evolution of hz, mz,dip
with �. As � becomes faster, hz grows more negative, making
mz,dip further deepen, as explained above. When mz,dip
reaches the threshold value mz,dip

cri �−p, vortex-core reversals
occur via the known mechanism, as depicted in Fig. 2�b�.
The critical value hz

cri is achieved when mz,dip
cri �−p, and at the

same time, �cri also is found because hz is induced by vortex-
core motion, and thus via hz��, as explained in Ref. 30.
Next, in order to find the concrete correlation of the dynamic
evolution of hz and the development of mz,dip, we plotted the
variation in the temporal evolution of mz,dip with hz for dif-
ferent Hp values, in Fig. 3�d�. With increasing time, increases
in hz means increasingly negative values of mz,dip, until the
critical value mz,dip

cri �−p. From the results, it was confirmed
that the critical value hz

cri is reached when mz,dip
cri �−p, regard-

less of the values of Hp applied. Thus, more generally,
mz,dip

cri �−p is the criterion for vortex-core reversal switching.
As seen in Fig. 1, the applications of Hp modify the initial
ground state of the magnetization dip, mz,dip

g . With increas-
ingly negative Hp, the value of mz,dip

g is already close to −p.
mz,dip

g is a function of Hp, and as its value grows more nega-
tive, hz

cri becomes smaller in order to reach mz,dip
cri �−p. Thus

�mz�Hp��mz,dip
cri −mz,dip

g �Hp� is the crucial factor in the deter-
mination of hz

cri as a function of Hp.
In Fig. 4�a�, we plotted the dependences of hz

cri and �cri on
Hp. The decrease in �cri with decreasing Hp is associated with
the reduction in hz

cri :hz
cri is smaller, and so �cri also is smaller,

according to the relation of �cri�hz
cri, reported in our earlier

work.30 As mentioned above, the decrease of hz
cri is related to

the reduction of �mz�Hp��−p−mz,dip
g �Hp� as well. The ap-

plications of Hp modify not only mz,dip but also the core size,
denoted as �=FWHM. The variation of ��Hp��mz�Hp� plot-
ted in Fig. 4�a� revealed mutual linear relationships between
�cri�Hp�, hz

cri�Hp�, and ��Hp��mz�Hp�. Further, the simulation
results showed the correlations of �cri�Hp��hz

cri�Hp� and
hz

cri�Hp���mz�Hp���Hp�, along with the result, �cri�Hp�
���Hp��mz�Hp�, as shown in Fig. 4�b�. Finally we found the
universal relation for any Hp

�cri�Hp�
��Hp���mz�Hp��

=
�cri

0

�0��mz
0�

. �1�

From Eq. �1�, we obtained the following equation for
��mz

0�=1:

�cri�Hp� = ��cri
0 /�0���Hp���mz�Hp�� . �2�
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Snapshot plane-view image for local
distributions of mz and hz at selected moment �t=3.501 ns� just
prior to vortex-core switching. �b� Profiles of mz �red line� and hz

�green line� crossing vortex core. The value of mz,dip indicates the
minimum value of the magnetization at the dip near the vortex core
and hz stands for the maximum magnitude of the local gyrofields at
this moment. �c� Variations in �, hz, and mz,dip with time, as well as
relations of �cri, hz

cri, and mz,dip
cri . �d� Relation of evolutions of hz and

mz,dip for different Hp values.
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We next plotted �cri versus Hp, as obtained from the simu-
lations of vortex-core reversals under Hp for different dimen-
sions, in Fig. 5. Surprisingly, the results �closed symbols�
agreed well with the explicit expression �solid line� of Eq.
�2�, where �cri

0 = �1.66�0.18��Aex
1/2 and �0 are the critical ve-

locity and FWHM of the core, respectively, at Hp=0. The
analytical form predicts well the dynamic quantity �cri as a
function of Hp even in both negative and positive field re-
gions, informing us that �cri can be predicted simply with the
values of �cri

0 and �0 for Hp=0 from the magnetization pro-
files in the static ground state for different Hp values, ��Hp�
and mz,dip

g �Hp�, without conducting further micromagnetic
simulations of vortex-core reversal dynamics under Hp. In-
terestingly, the values of �cri

0 and Hp dependences of � /�0 and
��mz� are independent of the dot dimensions; thus the expres-
sion of �cri�Hp�= ��cri

0 /�0���Hp���mz�Hp�� is not variable with
the dot dimensions.

Finally, we should note that in our previous report, the
critical velocity was found not to change with dot dimen-
sions and driving force parameters.24 This is the case where
the ground state of a vortex is not affected initially by other
factors and the reversal is assisted with the motion of a mov-
able vortex core. In the case of the application of Hp, the
initial magnetization dip varies with Hp, and so the critical
velocity, because it modifies mz,dip.

In conclusion, we studied vortex-core reversal dynamics
in ferromagnetic dots under static perpendicular magnetic

fields, by micromagnetic simulations. It was found that the
modification of the ground state of the vortex structure by Hp
gives rise to variations in hz

cri as well as �cri with Hp. The
results provide clear correlations of the dynamic evolution of
�, hz and mz,dip for the relevant core reversals. The critical
values �cri and hz

cri are attained when mz,dip reaches the criti-
cal value, mz,dip

cri �−p. The initial value of mz,dip in the ground
state, which can be modified by Hp, determines those critical
values of �cri and hz

cri for different Hp. The threshold value
mz,dip

cri �−p is the criterion for VAV-pair-mediated core rever-
sals. The previously found criterion, �cri, is the criterion only
where the VAV-mediated vortex-core reversals occur as as-
sisted by vortex-core motion and where the initial ground
state does not vary. We also found the concrete relations of
�cri�hz

cri and hz
cri���mz over a wide range of Hp, as well as

�cri /�cri
0 = �� /�0���mz�. This work offers, in the form of the

results here presented, deeper insights into the fundamentals
of vortex-core reversal dynamics.
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